
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of manager, sales
strategy. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for manager, sales strategy

Collaborating closely with DOCS, WOCS, ROC, MOI Finance, Local Sales
Excellence, Engineering & Compliance teams to design and build tools,
systems and processes to support all Accounts & Billing activities
Enabling sales and customers to complete accounts and billing tasks in an
easy and time efficient way by ensuring they have simplified and intuitive
engagement on accounts and billing tasks and can access the appropriate
training, documentations, and help materials when they need it
Partner with appropriate teams to revise our current processes to land any
new tax rules
Measuring the impact of the deliverables and tactics executed on by sales
and capturing feedback along the way
Driving requirements to engineering to ensure the user experience in our
toolset is easy to action for our sellers
While Accounts and Billing will be the primary responsibilities, there will also
be opportunities to drive other discrete projects to help accelerate sales or
remove blockers from sales teams
Cultivate strong relationships within the BuzzFeed organization
Identify biggest vulnerabilities and opportunities for digital growth and
create strategic response strategies (deep dive analyses, facilitating response
strategies with senior team, making strategic recommendations, crafting
response/implementation
Drive Revenue for the digital portfolio (including VOD) on a fully digital basis
to leading national advertisers across the country
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Qualifications for manager, sales strategy

Strong presentation skills with ability to build compelling PowerPoint
presentations and advanced excel skills
Be able to work independently and as part of a team in a fast pace, rapid
change environment Ability to succeed in a collaborative, startup fast paced
environment
Strong interpersonal / influencing skills (collaboration)
Strategically minded skillset
Minimum three years industry experience in Customer facing roles
Sales specific experience an asset


